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Dear distinguished Committee members, Mr. Chairman: 
 

I hope you and yours have been keeping well. My name is Josie, family name Guo, I live 
in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. This is an alternative report on our province of Alberta posted 
through mine lived experiences with Canada’s Child Welfare labyrinth, that which remain 
designed for full assimilation of Indigenous Peoples in Canada through on-going raping and 
pillaging of their children and land. 

 
Born May 19th 1989 in Lanzhou, Gansu, China, I am a first-generation immigrant, 

landing in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada on August 2nd 2000. On November 21st 2011 I flew 
from Winnipeg to Calgary one-way, in search of a new beginning. My son was born April 12th 
2014. Ministry of Children’s Services Alberta introduced itself to us shortly after through a 
system of practice across Canada known as “birth alert”. On September 5th 2014 Children’s 
Services Alberta apprehended my baby while he was admitted at Alberta Children’s Hospital 
from a serious brain injury, under this suspicion that I intentionally smothered my baby over 
reasons yet legitimately established to justiciable satisfaction. I proffer to you and yours fore 
from herein full accounts by information factual and verifiable through official records within 
Canada’s Government. 
 

I respectfully request your pardon ahead of time over ramblings and/or offences upon 
your perspective sensitivities respectively. After having been thoroughly introduced to Imperial 
England’s colonial practices--inherited by specifically and originally Roman ways--through 
Canada’s Child Welfare institutions in Alberta as administered by our regionally and culturally 
distinct interpretations on Western Jurisprudence, I will now be in therapy for the rest of my life 
with Alberta Health Services’ Forensic Psychiatry team as assurance that I do not accidentally 
decimate deservedly corruptive agents from Alberta Crown Attorneys because of Child Welfare 
Alberta. 
 

Time is of the essence. I cannot stress enough how atrociously and disastrously dire 
conditions continue for our Indigenous members and for their children. Sometimes I think about 
how life might be easier if I just did not know any better, if I did not choose to keep my baby so I 
would not have met Children’s Services Alberta. Then reality grounds me when I miss my son 
and in my dream he visits, nightmarish no longer though scenes oft stay parallel themes. 
Canada’s historical and continuing murderous conduct towards those of us policy decision to 
action isolates on purpose fuel precisely these nightmares wherein one’s conscience ablaze. Hell 
on earth is real, genocide studies in academia became as our professorship’s response to 
humanity’s fundamental and permanent attribute since libido dominandi embeds. 
 

No, I do not think the children vulnerable to my government’s blatantly barbaric and 
outrageously persistent abuses are being heard because there is no respect from Canada’s 
governments towards our marginalized communities nor should for its citizens plus. There must 
be consequences to Canada’s actions where our collective conduct towards our Indigenous 
members concern, case in point and precedent in the making Ministry of Children’s Services 
Alberta. Children’s Services now hold reins as the devil reincarnate where too many of our 
children remain, insistentingly over-represented by First Nations children via service deliveries 



scaled as perhaps Canada intentionally forgot to close down Child Welfare alongside Indian Day 
and Residential schools glimpse not so distant past. ‘Genocide is a process not an event’, taught 
through school, prompted me to realize that murderous tendencies hides behind different masks. 
About around the time of this report, Canada faces questions of monumental importance on our 
future economic security in tandem to tenable social stability, internal and external pressure 
projecting instantaneous combustible levels. I fear for the members of our Indigenous 
communities, especially so for the children. 
 

I do not want to spend this letter nor your attention on the pure hatred and absolute 
contempt Child Welfare Alberta forcefully crammed into me with aids from their guard dogs 
supplied by Alberta Justice and Solicitor General. Being that I have not forgotten where I come 
from, now with everyone in mind, I ought to focus on solutions forward moving as that is what is 
best behaviour for myself and for Canada’s Citizens from coast to coast. 
 

Canada’s governments are still in its infancy stage. As power and politics evolve pacing 
humanity’s next phase this game of musical chairs is offering a variety of opportunities en masse 
seeing globalization be our way forward. Alberta has been engulfed in throes of socio-economic 
inequalities and will continue on this path unless intra/inter-national intervention. It is always 
innocents that pay the price when overly-privileged vessels embodying a most grotesque form 
from god-complex wage war on resting humanity. I do not bring up England and her gifts from 
colonialism to representatives of our world for purposes to provoke, because if China and the 
Japanese can do business together then God must be real. Solutions when it comes to Canada’s 
Child Welfare institutions will require balanced exercises via recognition and redistribution; 
about which Canadian Coalition for the Rights of the Child could confidently speak to, such 
tangibles from development to production University of Calgary and approved alliances would 
competently provide. Acts for immediate reprieve, in Alberta and for across Canada, must move 
to divest funding from Children’s Services Alberta, then gear towards efficiency and efficacy 
where communal investments concern. 
 

Dear distinguished members for our United Nations Committee on the Rights of the 
Child, Mr. Chairman, any and all accompanying supportive individuals to our Convention on the 
Rights of the Child, I thank you for your time and attention. My sincerest appreciation toward 
your measured considerations applicable to this letter, and to all reportings out of Canada for this 
round in review on my government. 
 

I forward enclosed my very best Inn-Love&Respect. 
 
 
 

From distances between Space and since beyond Time to eternally Yours, 
Ms. Josie Guo 

March 2nd 2020 


